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	June/2021 Latest Braindump2go 220-1002 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new

220-1002 Real Exam Questions!QUESTION 729After installing an application on a smartphone, a user starts receiving pop-up ads

for recently visited physical stores. The user also receives prompts to install other applications. Which of the following permissions

should be revoked to disable the unwanted notifications?A.    Account accessB.    Mobile dataC.    Location accessD.    Contacts

accessAnswer: AQUESTION 730A technician is helping a remote user who has a Windows issue. The user is working from a

shared office space and is not on the corporate network. Which of the following remote access methods is MOST likely to be

successful in this case?A.    TelnetB.    Remote desktopC.    Third-party screen sharingD.    Secure shellAnswer: AQUESTION 731

A technician is working on a desktop computer that is not performing as expected. Program windows sometimes open and close

without user intervention. Windows cannot check for OS updates, and some websites are not accessible. Which of the following

tasks should the technician perform FIRST?A.    Roll back recent driver updates.B.    Replace the defective keyboard.C.    Reset all

the settings in the Internet Options.D.    Unplug the Ethernet cable.Answer: AQUESTION 732Which of the following application

installation methods requires the use of a valid IP address?A.    USBB.    Network-basedC.    Script-basedD.    CD-ROMAnswer:

BQUESTION 733A technician is updating a network switch at a location facility. The technician needs to ensure the data is not sent

in plaintext over untrusted networks. Which of the following should the technician use? (Choose two.)A.    SSHB.    SCPC.    TFTP

D.    FTPE.    RDPF.    VNCAnswer: ABQUESTION 734A user cannot print to a network printer. A technician runs the Windows

10 troubleshooting utility, but it does not find any errors. Which of the following printer settings should the technician check

NEXT?A.    DuplexB.    SpoolerC.    CollateD.    ResolutionAnswer: BQUESTION 735A technician needs to make changes to a

production system. Before doing so, which of the following should be completed in case the changes have unintended consequences

beyond their original scope?A.    Draft a complete scope of the changes.B.    Formulate a back-out plan for the changes.C.    Ensure

all relevant end users are notified of the changes.D.    Create a risk analysis involving the changes.Answer: DQUESTION 736A

technician needs to view hidden files. Which of the following Control Panel utilities would be used for this purpose?A.    Credential

ManagerB.    BitLockerC.    SystemD.    Folder OptionsAnswer: DQUESTION 737The IT department is assisting with an upgrade

of the third-party software the payroll department uses to track time and create paychecks. When modifications were made three

years ago, there were issues with the upgrade. Which of the following change management processes should the IT department use

after scoping the change but before implementing the new version of the software?A.    Risk analysisB.    Managerial approvalsC.   

Economic feasibilityD.    Software compatibilityE.    Backout planAnswer: AQUESTION 738A user is unable to access certain files

from a specific folder. Which of the following commands should a technician use to modify the file permissions for a specific

file?A.    chownB.    lsC.    grepD.    cpAnswer: AQUESTION 739A user's login screen does not look normal when booting the

computer. A technician states the computer was showing the company's workstation imaging system screen, but it has since been

fixed. Which of the following did the technician update?A.    Operating systemB.    DriversC.    Boot orderD.    BIOS

firmwareAnswer: AQUESTION 740A technician is running Windows on a company's Mac workstations without incurring an

additional expense to the company. The Windows licenses were purchased in the past. Users are required to run both Windows and

Mac operating systems on their machines, but never at the same time. Which of the following would be the BEST way to

accomplish this?A.    Perform a PXE boot on the workstations.B.    Install virtualization software.C.    Utilize Mission Control on the

Mac workstations.D.    Install Boot Camp on the workstations.Answer: BQUESTION 741A user's smartphone takes longer to access

websites than it did prior to a weeklong vacation. The user also observes the smartphone no longer says LTE in the corner of the

screen, but it has significant improvements in speed when connected to a local hotspot. Which of the following is the cause of the

symptoms the smartphone is experiencing?A.    Network settingsB.    Weak signalC.    Data limitsD.    Airplane modeAnswer: B
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